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Secrets of Tattooing is a breakthrough in the tattooing market.
Rediscover the 'lost secrets' of tattooing. Secrets of Tattooing can
help you provide your tattooing to the next level! Erick Alayon has been
Tattoo professionally since 1988, no various other tattooing instruction
author can say that! Understand how and just why a Tattoo Machine runs
the way it can, and how to make it run the way you want to buy to. With
Secrets of Tattooing additionally, you will find out about Machine
Frames, Frame Geometry, Tattoo Needles, Ink Mixing and more! The
information within this book hasn't been available before.
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Five Stars Lots of great information Five Stars Great info Five Stars
good book Good information for beginning tattoo artists I found this
book to end up being extremely helpful. The author provides a lot of
good information and accompanying pictures that are of help to any
beginning tattoo artist. I've another publication by this writer and
both books are great. Everything in this book can be in complete art of
tattooing. There are no other books like these Self-explanatory, there
are no other tattoo books want these. decent information i bought this
being curious about the mechanics in back of tattooing. These three
books certainly are a good foundation. I am so mad that I paid for this
book.! Awsome book! Factors were divided so specifically that whenever
you're handling things everything clicked. Total waste of money This
book is slim to begin with, and the type is enormous. But what actually
makes it worthless is the random, rambling way the content is organized.
There are about five or ten legitimate pages of information regarding
the elements of a machine and how they could be set up. The rest is
filler, nonsense, stupid jokes, and "secrets" that total common sense or
personal preference. But even the parts that contain real details are
skimmed over. Like, he lets you know how to recognize two different
machine setups, but doesn't let you know why you'd want to use either of
them, or how exactly to tell if you've done it right. Five Stars Fast
Delivery- Item is as described - - Very Pleased! So I wasted my cash
buying this thinking it was different I bought this when i purchased the
complete artwork of tattooing. I would recommend this publication (and
additional books by this author) to anyone wanting to learn to tattoo.
THEREFORE I wasted my money buying this considering it had been
different. Publisher must inform people of this so the client won't make
the same mistake as I did. If you want good texts to accompany an
apprenticeship, they are the one (I will not ever recommend
understanding how to tattoo from a book nevertheless, you could with
these). He loved it and would recommend this to anyone interested in
this field. Gift This was something special to my son. it was
informative enough but the poor grammar and typos made me take just of
info with a large grain of salt. need to know This book has shown to be
very useful for me personally as an apprentice. Great book for artist
that need more knowledge about tattoo machines and it has a lot of good
information. Therefore get yours guys!
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